A Superpeer-based Two-layer P2P Overlay Network with the CBF Algorithm
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Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems are now getting popular and are widely used in various types of applications. In this paper, we newly propose a superpeer-based two-layer P2P overlay network with the charge-based flooding (CBF) algorithm, a look-up protocol for distributed multimedia objects. The layers of normal peer and superpeer are composed of a set of normal peers and a set of superpeers, respectively. Multiple normal peers with some common properties, e.g., files, are interconnected with a superpeer. A collection of a superpeer and normal peers is referred to as a cluster. In a cluster, a normal peer tries to find a target peer without being helped by a superpeer. If the target file is not detected in the cluster, the normal peer asks the superpeer to find the target file on behalf of the normal peer. Then, the superpeer forwards the request to other superpeers by using the CBF algorithm at the superpeer layer.

CBFアルゴリズムを用いたスーパーピア型2階層P2Pオーバレイネットワーク
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本論文では、CBF(charge-based flooding)アルゴリズムを用いたスーパーピア型2階層P2Pオーバレイネットワークを提案する。スーパーピア型2階層P2Pオーバレイネットワークは、ノーマルピアのみが存在するノーマルピアレイヤとスーパーピアのみが存在するスーパーピアレイヤの2層で構成されている。同じインデックスを持つ1台のスーパーピアと数万台のノーマルピアはクラスタを形成し、スーパーピア、ノーマルピア間、ノーマルピア間ではO(1)のメッセージコストで通信することができます。ノーマルピアだけでは目標が実現できない場合、スーパーピアを介して他のクラスタ内のピアに処理を依頼する。その際、スーパーピアはネットワークトラフィックをもとにCBFアルゴリズムを用いて、リクエストメッセージの送信を行う。

1. Introduction

There are many peer-to-peer (P2P) applications and systems for achieving some objectives such as file sharing, distributed storage, instant messaging, distributed computation, content delivery service, cooperative work and so forth. In P2P systems, a huge number of computers are interconnected in a network lying on the top of underlying physical computer networks, typically the IP networks. That is why the network is called an overlay [1,7] network. In the paper [1], P2P overlay networks are categorized in terms of levels of network centralization and structure. In a broad sense, there are three types of P2P systems, i.e., centralized, decentralized and unstructured, and decentralized and structured ones. On the other hand, in a limited sense, there are five types of P2P systems, i.e., centralized, decentralized and unstructured [11,14], optimized decentralized and unstructured [5,6,9,10], decentralized and highly structured, and decentralized and loosely structured [2] ones. Further discussion on categorization of P2P overlay networks can be found in the paper [1]. Since superpeer models are an optimized decentralized and unstructured P2P system, we consider only optimized decentralized and unstructured P2P systems in this paper.

An optimized decentralized and unstructured P2P syst-
index information, and request messages, the number of messages transmitted in an overlay network is reduced.

In this paper, we propose a superpeer-based two-layer (normal peer and superpeer layers) P2P overlay network with the charge-based flooding (CBF) [15] algorithm, a look-up protocol for distributed multimedia objects in P2P overlay networks. A collection of a superpeer $p_s$ and normal peers $p_{n_1}, \ldots, p_{n_m}$ connected with $p_s$ is referred to as a cluster $C_s$. At the normal peer layer, each normal peer $p_{n_i}$ is assumed to be in an acquaintance relation with every normal peer $p_{n_j}$ in a cluster $C_s$. A normal peer $p_{n_i}$ first tries to obtain a target file from another normal peer in a cluster $C_s$. If not found, $p_{n_i}$ asks its superpeer $p_s$ to obtain the target file. Then, the superpeer $p_s$ sends request messages to other superpeers at the superpeer layer by using the CBF algorithm. On behalf of a time-to-live (TTL) [11, 14] counter or a hops-to-live (HTL) [2] counter, in the CBF algorithm, a request message is first assigned with some amount of charge which shows the total number of request messages to be transmitted. The charge of the request message is decremented by one each time the request message is passed over a peer in a way similar to the TTL or HTL based flooding algorithm [2, 11, 14]. In the paper [15], if there are multiple routes to target peers having a target file, charge is divided into parts of charge which are assigned to a route based on the ranking factor and trustworthiness of the route. In the CBF algorithm, a request message is rather forwarded to only peers which possess the potential of satisfying the request than broadcasting to all the superpeers. A route from a peer to another peer in an overlay network is realized as a physical route in the underlying physical network. A shorter overlay network may be a longer physical route. Thus, this is a mismatch between overlay and underlying physical networks [7, 12], which causes decrease of performance. In this paper, a peer assigns more volume of charge to a route if the route more closely matches the underlying physical network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some fundamental background information and related work. Section 3 shows our system model composed of a two-layer overlay network. Section 4 evaluates how efficient the communication load $d$ is. In Section 5, we conclude this paper and suggest some areas for future research.

2. Related Work

Kazaa [6] is one of the widely-used P2P applications using a superpeer topology. Since it is proprietary, there are no detailed documents concerned with the P2P application. Edutella [9, 10] is a schema-based P2P network using a superpeer (HyperCuP [13]) topology to provide access to digital resources. Superpeers have RDF-based SP/P-RIIs (superpeer/peer routing indices) and SP/SP-RIIs (superpeer/superpeer routing indices) which are metadata information of peers and extracts from and summaries of all local SP/P-RIIs, respectively. Moreover, similarity-based clustering of peers is offered and queries can be routed efficiently. Gnutella 0.6 [5] uses a superpeer topology, offering a dynamic superpeer selection mechanism. Note that Gnutella 0.4 [11, 14] is a decentralized and unstructured P2P system. Morpheus [8] offers multiple network compatibility with other P2P file-sharing applications such as Neoset Network, Gnutella, BitTorrent, G2 and so forth. Grotkster was also a P2P file-sharing application until November 7, 2005. In the paper [16], fundamental characteristics of superpeer models are discussed and a k-redundant superpeer topology is proposed to provide reliability and decrease the load on superpeers.

3. Two-layer Overlay Network

3.1. Layered structure

A P2P overlay network is constructed on the underlying physical network. As shown in Figure 1, an overlay network consists of two layers, normal peer (lower) and superpeer (higher) layers. The normal peer and superpeer layers are composed of a set of normal peers and a set of superpeers, respectively. Each normal peer is connected to a superpeer. A collection of a superpeer $p_s$ and its normal peers $p_{n_1}, \ldots, p_{n_m}$ ($m \geq 1$) is referred to as a cluster $C_s$. Normal peers are referred to as acquaintance normal peers in a cluster. A superpeer $p_{s_j}$ is connected with another superpeer $p_{s_j}$ at the superpeer layer. Each normal peer in a cluster is not directly connected with normal peers and a superpeer in another cluster. Each normal peer $p_{n_i}$ can only communicate with its superpeer $p_s$ and acquainted normal peers in a cluster. Because of this assumption, the number of communication between a superpeer and its normal peers can be reduced and the superpeer has a light workload.

![Figure 1. Two-layer overlay network composed of normal peer and superpeer layers.](image-url)

3.2. Normal peer layer

In traditional superpeer networks shown in Figure 2, normal peers in a cluster cannot directly communicate with each other. The normal peers have to communicate with each other only through their superpeer in the cluster. It takes at least two hops to deliver a message from a normal peer to another normal peer. In this paper, we
Figure 2. Traditional superpeer network.

assume each normal peer directly communicates with every acquainted normal peer in a cluster. That is, normal peers know what file every other normal peer holds and can trade a series of back-and-forth messages with each other within one hop, i.e. the message exchange cost is $O(1)$. To make this assumption effective, normal peers which have a common index or similar file can be grouped in a cluster even if the peers are widely distributed. A superpeer $p_s$ holds all the information on service of every normal peer in a cluster $C_s$.

A target file is retrieved at the normal peer layer as follows:

[Requesting procedure of a normal peer which would like to find a target file]

1. In the initial state, a requesting normal peer $p_n$ first sends a request message to its superpeer $p_s$ since the normal peer $p_n$ does not have acquaintance information.

2. The superpeer $p_s$ returns the result with acquaintance information to the normal peer $p_n$. Here, the acquaintance information is controlled by valid time $t$ for checking if the acquaintance information is not obsolete.

3. After the first retrieval, when the normal peer $p_n$ tries to find a target file, the normal peer $p_n$ checks if the valid time $t$ of the acquaintance information does not run out and there are acquainted normal peers which have the target file in its acquaintance table. Here, acquaintance information of acquainted normal peers is stored in an acquaintance table.

4. If the valid time $t$ of the acquaintance information does not run and such acquainted normal peers are found in $p_n$’s acquaintance table, the normal peer $p_n$ directly accesses the acquainted normal peers to get the target file. Otherwise, for retrieving the target file and getting new acquaintance information, the normal peer $p_n$ asks its superpeer $p_s$ to find the target file, i.e. the normal peer $p_n$ issues a request message to the superpeer $p_s$ as well as the first request message.

To keep latest acquaintance information on each normal peer, a superpeer and its normal peers in a cluster have to exchange the acquaintance information with each other in a similar way to gossiping algorithm [3, 4] based on (partial) anti-entropy and rumor mongering. An acquaintance information is updated as follows:

[Update of acquaintance information]

1. A normal peer $p_n$ whose acquaintance information has been changed pushes new acquaintance information to its superpeer $p_s$. A normal peer $p_n$ does not push its acquaintance information periodically so that network traffic can be reduced.

2. If the superpeer $p_s$ has new acquaintance information on other normal peers, the superpeer $p_s$ sends the acquaintance information to the normal peer $p_n$. Otherwise, the superpeer $p_s$ sends $ACK$ to the normal peer $p_n$.

3. The other normal peers of the superpeer $p_s$ attempt to pull acquaintance information from the superpeer $p_s$ if necessary.

3.3. Superpeer layer

At the superpeer layer, a superpeer is connected with other superpeers in a flat unstructured overlay network. To look for a target file, a superpeer $p_s$ which received a request message from its normal peer $p_n$ propagates the request message to other superpeers by using flooding algorithm. In this paper, we use the CBF algorithm [15] based on a matching overlay network as flooding algorithm at the superpeer layer.

In this subsection, we discuss how to conform an overlay network to an underlying physical network, how to keep the latest acquaintance information, and how to retrieve a target file by using the CBF algorithm.

3.3.1. Matching overlay network

It is easy to configure a P2P overlay network since it is not necessary to consider an underlying physical network. However, due to a mismatch between the overlay and underlying networks, it takes longer time and consumes the bandwidth to propagate messages in the P2P overlay network [7]. In this paper, in order to conform an overlay network to an underlying physical network, we define the communication load $d_{s_{i_{j_{i_j}}}}$, a parameter indicating a half of round-trip time of a superpeer $p_j$, which receives a request message from a superpeer $p_i$, [Figure 3]. In terms of the length $|msg_{x_j}|$ [bit] and $|msg_{y_j}|$ [bit] of messages $msg_{x_i}$ and $msg_{y_j}$, the bandwidth $b_t$ [bps] and $b_j$ [bps] of superpeers $p_i$ and $p_j$, delay time $\delta_{x_j}$ [sec] and $\delta_{y_j}$ [sec], and processing time $PT_{x_i}$ of the superpeer $p_i$, the communication load $d_{s_{i_{j_{i_j}}}}$ is defined in Formula (1). Here, it is not always true that the communication load $d_{s_{i_{j_{i_j}}}}$ of a route $p_i \rightarrow p_j$ is equal to the communication load $d_{s_{j_{i_j}}}$ of a route $p_j \rightarrow p_i$, i.e. the communication load is asymmetric.

$$d_{s_{i_{j_{i_j}}}} := \left(\frac{|msg_{x_i}|}{b_i + \delta_{x_j}} + \frac{|msg_{y_j}|}{b_j + \delta_{y_j}} + PT_{x_i}\right)/2.$$  

(1)
3.3.2. Maintenance of acquaintance information

We discuss how to keep the latest acquaintance information on each superpeer. In this paper, a type of gossiping algorithm is used to propagate acquaintance information at the superpeer layer. Let us consider the network at the superpeer layer shown in Figure 4. For simplicity, the communication load $d$ of all the routes are symmetric. The superpeer $p_{s_i}$ tries to propagate its acquaintance information to the selected superpeers $p_{s_2}$, $p_{s_3}$, and $p_{s_4}$ by using gossiping algorithm. Here, there are three types of how to deliver the acquaintance information effectively, shown in Figure 4 a), Figure 4 b) and c), and Figure 4 d), respectively. In Figure 4 a), the superpeer $p_{s_i}$ broadcasts the acquaintance information to the other superpeers $p_{s_2}$, $p_{s_3}$, and $p_{s_4}$ through the routes $p_{s_i} \rightarrow p_{s_2}$, $p_{s_i} \rightarrow p_{s_3}$, and $p_{s_i} \rightarrow p_{s_4}$, respectively. Here, the total communication load $d$ is 21 ($d_{s_1s_2} + d_{s_1s_3} + d_{s_1s_4}$). In Figure 4 b) and c), the superpeer $p_{s_i}$ sends the acquaintance information to the superpeer $p_{s_j}$ and asks $p_{s_j}$ to send it to the other superpeers. Then, the superpeer $p_{s_j}$ selects the routes $p_{s_j} \rightarrow p_{s_2}$ and $p_{s_j} \rightarrow p_{s_3}$ in Figure 4 b) and $p_{s_j} \rightarrow p_{s_2}$ and $p_{s_j} \rightarrow p_{s_3}$ in Figure 4 c), respectively. Here, the total communication load $d$ is 21 in either way. In Figure 4 d), the superpeer $p_{s_i}$, partially sends the acquaintance information in multicast communication. After that, the superpeer $p_{s_j}$ sends it to the superpeer $p_{s_k}$.

The total communication load $d$ is 21.

3.3.3. Retrieval of target files

For retrieval of a target file, there are two phases, look-up and file transmission phases, for a matching P2P overlay network. In the look-up phase, a normal peer $p_n$ which would like to obtain a target file checks if its acquainted normal peers have the target file. If at least one acquainted normal peer has the target file, the normal peer $p_n$ tries to access the acquainted normal peer as discussed in the preceding subsection. Otherwise, the normal peer $p_n$ sends a request message to its superpeer $p_{s_i}$. Here, the superpeer $p_{s_i}$ starts propagating a request message to its superpeers by using the CBF algorithm.

On behalf of a TTL or HTL counter, a request message $rmsg$ which a superpeer $p_{s_i}$ issues is assigned with some integer value $V$, $rmsg.charge = V$. The initial value of the charge charge is decided based on the number of messages transmitted in the TTL or HTL based flooding algorithm. For instance, compared with Gnutella 0.4 [11, 14], the charge value is $\sum\text{FTTL} c \cdot (c - 1)^{\ell}$ where the variable $c$ is the number of connections. For instance, 13,120 request messages are transmitted in a Gnutella network for TTL = 7. Hence, a request message is initially charged with 13,120 in the CBF algorithm. Here, suppose if the superpeer $p_{s_i}$ sends the request message $rmsg$ to other superpeers $p_{s_1}, \ldots, p_{s_m}$ and there are multiple routes to the destination superpeers, $rmsg.charge$ is divided into a certain amount of the charge based on the communication load discussed in the preceding subsection, i.e. $rmsg.charge = rmsg.charge \times (\sum d_{s_{s_i}})/(1$
The CBF algorithm for flooding a request message at the superpeer layer is summarized as follows:

**Transmission of a request message on a superpeer**

1. A superpeer $p_s$ which receives a request message from a normal peer $p_n$ in its cluster makes a request message $\text{rmsg}_1$ for the CBF algorithm. Here, $\text{rmsg}_1\_\text{charge} := V$ where the initial value of the charge is $V$.

2. If the superpeer $p_s$ knows only one superpeer, the superpeer $p_s$ sends the request message $\text{rmsg}_1$ to the superpeer without dividing the charge value of the request message $\text{rmsg}_1$. If the superpeer $p_s$ knows more than one superpeer, $\text{rmsg}_1\_\text{charge}$ is divided into a certain amount of the charge based on the communication load. $\text{rmsg}_1\_\text{charge} := \text{rmsg}_1\_\text{charge} \times \frac{(1/\text{d}_{\text{s}}} + \cdots + 1/\text{d}_{\text{sn}})}{(1/\text{d}_{\text{s}}} + \cdots + 1/\text{d}_{\text{sn}})}$. And then sub-requests $\text{rmsg}_1, \ldots, \text{rmsg}_m$ are issued to superpeers $p_{s1}, \ldots, p_{sn}$, respectively.

3. The charge value is decremented by one, $\text{rmsg}_1\_\text{charge} := \text{rmsg}_1\_\text{charge} - 1$. If $\text{rmsg}_1\_\text{charge}$ is 0, the request message is thrown away. Moreover, if $\text{rmsg}_1\_\text{GUID}$ is the same as $\text{GUID}$ (globally unique identifier) of request messages the superpeer $p_s$ has so far received, the request message is also thrown away.

4. A superpeer which receives the request message $\text{rmsg}_1$ from the superpeer $p_s$ checks if the target file is here. If it is, the superpeer returns a positive reply to the requesting superpeer $p_s$. Otherwise, the superpeer forwards the request message $\text{rmsg}_1$ to other superpeers. Go to 2.

The next step is the *file transmission phase*. Although source routing methods for forwarding a request message are inefficient, a target file could be transmitted by the source routing. In this phase, based on the communication load $d$, the route of file transmission is efficiently selected by a superpeer which has a target file. For instance, let us consider the situation shown in Figure 5. For simplicity, the communication load $d$ of all the routes are symmetric. In Figure 5 a), by using the Gnutella 0.4 flooding algorithm, the requesting superpeer $p_{s1}$, which has received a request message from its normal peer starts propagating a request message to the other superpeers. Here, we do not consider the communication load in Figure 5 a) and b). Then, the superpeer $p_{s1}$ which has a target file directly transmits the target file to the superpeer $p_{s2}$ in Gnutella 0.4 [Figure 5 b)]. In Gnutella 0.4, if the communication load $d_{s1}$ is between the superpeers $p_{s1}$ and $p_{s2}$ is minimum, i.e. $d_{s1} = 12 < (d_{s1} + d_{s2}) = 13$, there is no problem with the file transmission in Gnutella 0.4 [Figure 5 c)]. However, in the case shown Figure 5 d), since the communication load $d_{s1}$ of the route $p_{s1}$ is not minimum, i.e. $d_{s1} = 14 > (d_{s1} + d_{s2}) = 13$, overheads increase in the overlay network. Therefore, the route $p_{s1} \rightarrow p_{s2} \rightarrow p_{s3}$ whose communication load is minimum must be used for the file transmission. If the communication load $d_{s1}$ of the route $p_{s1} \rightarrow p_{s2}$ is equal to the communication load $(d_{s1} + d_{s2})$ of the route $p_{s1} \rightarrow p_{s2}$, either route could be used.

![Figure 5. Example of the file transmission phase.](image)

### 4. Evaluation

In this evaluation, we evaluate how efficient the communication load $d$ is at the superpeer layer. That is, we evaluate our strategy in terms of the communication load $d$ to exchange a message with each other for keeping the latest acquaintance information. Each superpeer is connected with other four superpeers in a full mesh network. The superpeer $p_{s2}$ is in Tokyo, Japan, the superpeer $p_{s3}$ is in Osaka, Japan, the superpeer $p_{s4}$ is in Pohang, Republic of Korea, the superpeer $p_{s5}$ is in Taipei, Taiwan, and the superpeer $p_{s6}$ is in Irvine, CA. First, for decision on the communication load $d$, twenty types of round-trip time are measured by using the ping-style strategy. For instance, the superpeer $p_{s1}$ in Tokyo sends an ICMP echo request message to the superpeers $p_{s2}$, $p_{s3}$, and $p_{s4}$ in Osaka, in Pohang, and in Taipei, respectively. For each type of round-trip time, a superpeer issues thirty ICMP echo request messages to other four superpeers and the average amount is shown in Table 1.

![Image of Figure 6](image)

In Figure 6, the horizontal axis shows the number of superpeers which receive acquaintance information from a source superpeer, and the vertical axis shows total communication load to send acquaintance information to destination superpeers. From Figure 6, in our strategy, the more number of superpeers which receive acquaintance information increases, the more total communication load is decreased.
Table 1. Measured round-trip time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Tokyo</th>
<th>Osaka</th>
<th>Pohang</th>
<th>Taipei</th>
<th>Irvine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>26.33 [msec]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>663.33 [msec]</td>
<td>261.00 [msec]</td>
<td>127.50 [msec]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pohang</td>
<td>257.86 [msec]</td>
<td>182.43 [msec]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>370.14 [msec]</td>
<td>144.00 [msec]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taipei</td>
<td>398.11 [msec]</td>
<td>274.92 [msec]</td>
<td>213.75 [msec]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>175.25 [msec]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Total communication load.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a superpeer-based two-layer peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network with the charge-based flooding (CBF) algorithm. Compared with traditional superpeer models, each normal peer can directly communicate with every other normal peer in a cluster. A superpeer communicates with other superpeers by using the CBF algorithm. In this paper, we evaluated how efficient the communication load is. The CBF algorithm in a flat overlay network and in the two-layer overlay network should be evaluated.
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